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Ergodic Automorphisms of T°° Are
Bernoulli Transformations
By

Nobuo AOKI* and Haruo TOTOKI

§ 1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to prove the fact stated by the title.
After Ornstein and Friedman [5], [1], several authors studied the Bernoulli
properties of various transformations. Especially Katznelson [3] proved
that every ergodic automorphism of a finite-dimensional torus is a Bernoulli
transformation extending the results by Sinai-Ornstein-Friedman [9],
[1]. The present result is on the way towards the conjecture that every
ergodic automorphism of a compact metrizable abelian group is a Bernoulli
transformation.
Let X be a compact metrizable group and /^ be its normalized Haar
measure. Then (X, ft) is a Lebesgue space (cf. [10]). Let a be an (group)
automorphism of X, then cr is an invertible measure-preserving transformation of (X, fji). Our problem is concerned with measure-theoretic
properties of a. We call a a Bernoulli transformation if there exists a
measurable partition f of X such that {o-^}_00<??/<00 are independent and
V o- w f=£ the partition of X into individual points.
We assume X—T°° an infinite-dimensional torus i.e. X is a compact
metrizable abelian group which is connected, locally connected and
infinite-dimensional. Further we assume naturally that the automorphism
a is ergodic i.e. any cr-invariant measurable set has measure 0 or 1.
Our result is the following
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Theorem. If a is an ergodic (group} automorphism of an infinitedimensional torus T°°, then a is a Bernoulli transformation.^

§ 2. Preliminary Discussions
Let cr be an ergodic automorphism of X=T™. To prove the theorem,
the character group G of X plays an essential role. G is countable ancl
discrete. Since X is connected, G is torsionfree. Let (g) denote the
free cyclic group generated by g^G, g=^=I.

Then we have G=®(gn)

(a direct product of discrete groups).
Conventions. We make use of multiplications for the group operations
instead of additions. The units of X and G are denoted by e and 1
respectively.
The automorphism a of X induces the dual automorphism U of G.
We classify elements of G into two classes. The first class is characterized
by the condition
(A)forg^G there exist integers k^Q, n§} n\, . . . f njc suck that (n§, ...,
n
n
%)^(0, ...,0) and g"*Ug ^ ... U*g *=\.
Let GA be the set of all g^G satisfying the condition (A), then GA
is {/-invariant (i.e. UGA = GA). It is not hard to see that GA is a subgroup.
Let K(g] denote the subgroup of G generated by
i.e.

J5T(^)=U

ff

U

Lemma 1. If g^G\GA, then (i) K(g)=® Un<gy and (ii)
K(g}={\}.
N

Proof.

N

To prove (i) it is enough to show that fl Un(g)= ®

for each ^V^l. If /e<^>n U(g) then f=gn°= Ugn^ for some HQ and
n\. Since g does not satisfy (^4), n$=ni=Q and so /=!.
If/^(<(^)>
H U^^gy then /=! by the same reason as above, and so on.
1) After the preparation of the manuscript, the authors were informed that D. Lind obtained
the same result which will appear in the Israel Journal.
2) Z denotes the set of all integers.
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To prove (ii) take any/GEG^ R K(g)-
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Then/ is of the form/= U^gm*-

m

...U**g * arid/satisfies the condition (A)\ fn*Ufn^

...Ukfn*=\.

Putting

the above expression of/ into the last equation, we see that g^.GA unless
/=!•

We will prove the theorem by the following steps:
Case 1.
Case 2.

G=GAG=K(g),

f~\

/"*

O

L/ase o.
Case 4.

S~*

TS~ /

\

{J^^VTA-K»\g\)
General case.

§ 3B Gases 1

2

Cdtf£ 1. We assume G=GA- Let G={fi,f9, ...} and £w the subgroup generated by {Ukfi\ k^Z, l<^r<^n} for ?z2>l.
Lemma 20 Rank (Gn}<o° for all ^^1.
Proof.

By the condition M) we have

Let H be the subgroup generated by {Ukfi\
it is easy to see that for any k^Z
U^ff^H.

\^k<Lki, \-^i<^n } .

Then

and l£jz<^ there is m^O such that

Therefore for any g<=Gn there is m=£Q such that

This implies that ran
Let -A r w =ann(6 : w ) (the annihilator of Gn), then G^ is the character
group of X\Xn.

It is known that dim (^X\X^= rank (Gn} (cf. [8]). Thus

the factor group X\Xn is a finite-dimensional torus, indeed it is compact,
metrizable, abelian, connected, locally connected and finite-dimensional.
Since UGn = Gn,we have vXn = Xn and so a induces a factor automorphism
an of XIXny

which is obviously ergodic.

By the theorem of Katznelson

[3], an is a Bernoulli transformation. Since GndGn+i,%==1
U Gn=G, we
_
,
have X n uX w +i, n Xn={e}y and hence the following Lemma 3 implies
n=±
that <T is a Bernoulli transformation.
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Lemma 3. (Ornstein [6]). Let a be an ergodic invertible rneasurepreserving transformation on a Lebesgue space {X, £F, /x). Assume that
there is a sequence of sub-a-fields {3?n} such that £F% d S^-KL, <j(3n) =
3n, V 3?n = 2? and each factor an=a\3n is a Bernoulli transformation.
n=i
Then a is itself a Bernoulli transformation.
Remark. Ornstein [6] proved the above lemma under the additional
assumption that the entropy ^(crw)<oo for all n. But it is easy to see that
we can remove this assumption using
Lemma 4. (Ornstein [7]). Every non-trivial factor of a Bernoulli
transformation is Bernoullian.
Case 2. We assume G=K(g). By Lemma 1, K(g}=®U
Therefore Pontrjagin duality theorem ([8]) implies Jf= (X) crw Jfo (a direct
product of compact groups) where XQ —ann (0 Un(gy). Then a is
Bernoullian, indeed a acts on X as (x^fL^ —> (vxn-i)^ and so e(Jfo)®
0 crn(y(XQ)) is a Bernoulli generator of cr, where v denotes the trivial
partition.

§4. Case 3
We assume that G=GAGo where G$=Ki ... KN and Kj=K(g^,
gj£=iG\GA> l^y^-^V- Let k be the largest integer such that (renumbering
if necessary)

Lemma 5. GA p, (K^ ® . . . (x) ^)=

{1} .

Proof. Take any/eG^ H (K\® ... ®Kic\ then we have/—/! .../&,
l^j^k, and /»o£/f»i... ^/».= 1 for (^Oj --, ^)^(0, ..., 0).
Hence we get /Jo ,,.Usf %*=(/% .../&)~^° ---^(/2 •••fk)~ns

which implies

/i = l and inductively all /j = l, and so /=!.
Thus we have G=(GA ® AI ® . . . ® K^Kk+i . . . A>.

If ^— ^, there
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is nothing to prove. Indeed we then have X=-X A (X) X\ (X) ... 0 XN where
the character group of X A and X$ are GA and Kj for J=ly • .., N, and so
Cases 1 and 2 imply that a is a Bernoulli transformation as a direct product
of Bernoulli transformations.
Let us assume k<.N and denote

We will make use of a divisible extension G of G, namely G is a minimal
divisible (= complete) group containing G (cf. [4]). In order to clear the
structure of G we have the following Lemma 6, of which proof is given in
Appendix.
Lemma 6.

Let K= ® Un (g^ where g is free.

Then there exists

a divisible extent ion K=§§UnQ§ of K, where QQ is an abelian group
isomorphic to the {additive} grotip Q of all rational numbers and U is an
automorphism of K which is an extension of U.
Using Lemma 6, it is not hard to see that there exists a divisible
extension G=(GA ® &i ® • • - ® ^)/?/.+i - - - KN of G, where Kj= ® UnQj,
Qi~Q and U is an automorphism of G which is an. extension of U. We
remark that G is also torsionfree (cf. [4]). Let us put

which is a divisible extension of G\.

Lemma 7.
Proof.

In order to prove the lemma it is enough to show that for

any fixed j=k-\-\y ..., N, there is an integer ;z^0 such that g^^G\.
Let G%={g£=.G\Kj\ gn^.G\ for some n^=Q}, then G% is a subgroup of
G\Kj

such that GI d G2 C GI and UGi=G%.
m

m

has the form /= U ig*i . . . U *g**.

Take l=£f^G\[}Kj

then/

Hence multiplying G% to the both

sides of the last equation and operating some Um, we have an equation of
the form
(1)
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Assume that p is the smallest non-negative integer which assures the
equation (1). If p=Q, (1) implies g^^G^ and so g™»n^Gi for some
n=£=Q.

Assuming />0

we will show a contradiction.
# -.
Let us denote Kj p== 0= UlQj which is a divisible extension of
P
*i
Kj p= (g) £/*<#>, and put Hi = GzU*Ki p and Hi=GiU*Kj,j>.
Take any
i=
L
then G^G% and there is r^O such that U~igr^Kjjp.
Hence we have U~igr=U^ ...U^g^p

G2=fJr~igrG2=f/g^...

and so

UvgTjpG% for some ri, . . . , rp6=Z which implies g = I by the minimality of
p.

Thus we have #« = £2® *7*^>3> and Hi=G%® U*Kitl> for all z. The
and inductively that £7*^* EE //o f°r

equation (1) implies that g^^ffo
some Hi=£Q for all /.

Therefore for any g^Kj

there is w^O such that

We will prove

G*R) = Gi®RJ9v.

(2)
Indeed if gmG% = Gz for g^Kj

First notice that G^Kj\G^ is torsionfree.

and 771^0 then gm^G% and so gmn^G\ for some n^Q, which implies
Let G<^Kj\G^ be a divisible extension of G^Kj\G^ then it is also
torsionfree ([4]).

We have

i e z,
since GzKjjGz (^G^KjjG^)
of Hi\G^ (£LG%Kj\G£\.

is divisible and Hi\G^ is a divisible extension

Take any F^G^K^G^ then there is ra^M) such

that Fm^G^K^G^ and so there is ^e^/ such that Fm=gG2.
71

£• and fixed / ^Z, there is 727^0 such ihatg ^!!^.
n

l

into g =fk, f^G%, k^U Kj^mn

that k

=k.

Fo

r

Hence ^ is decomposed

this /^ there is k^UlKjip

mn

Therefore we have F

For this
such

mn

=k

z, because G%K$\G% is torsionfree.

Gz which implies F=

Thus we have

for all /, which implies Hi = H^ for all / and so K^C^HQ.

This

also implies the equation (2).
Take any g^G<&[\Kj> where G%{~\Kj

is a divisible extension of

w

K^ then there is w=^0 such that ^ e ^2 fl /^; and so gn(G^Kj} =
^/we have

Since Kj\G^ fl Ki^^G%Kj\G? = (G%(&K^'£)\Gi=K$t>p is torsionfree
^G^^K.

Therefore we have G^[\K^G^[\Kj^G^

which
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implies G^Kj={\} and so Gi[}Kj={\} because the character group X
of G is locally connected (cf. [8]). Thus we arrive at a contradiction,
which proves Lemma 7.
Now let us prove the Bernoulli property of (JT, cr). Let X
be the character group of GA®GI and a the dual automorphism of X
induced by U. Then the factors (X A> o1)and (X\, or) are Bernoullian by
Case 1 and the same reason as Case 2 respectively. Therefore (X, a) is
also Bernoullian. Since (X, cf) is a factor of (X, a) (i.e. X== X/ann (GJ),
(X, cr) is a Bernoulli transformation by Lemma 4.
§ §. General Case
There is a sequence {gn}dG\GA such that putting

we have UGn = Gn, GndGn+i and U Gn = G. Let X^ = ann(6^), then
w=l
crXw — Jfw and Crw is the character group of X f X n .
Hence a on XlXn is
Bernoullian by Case 3.

Since Xn^Xn+i

and f| Xn={e}t Lemma 3
w=l
implies that cr on X is itself a Bernoulli transformation. Thus the proof
of our theorem is completed.

§ 6. Examples
Lemma 1 and the argument of Case 2 imply that if G^=GA then the
entropy &(a) = oo. This applies also to an automorphism of a finitedimensional torus, and we have G=GA for it because it has a finite
entropy. The first example is like a finite-dimensional one.
Example 1. Let {HI\ /^l} be an infinite non-decreasing sequence
of integers such that ni^2. Let GI be an ergodic automorphism of the
torus Tn> and ^ be a continuous homomorphism from Tn* into T w *+i for
all z'2^1. Define an infinite-dimensional torus Tco== (R) T^'. Denoting
4=1
,T=(;TI, #2, ...)^'^ 00 where ^G=T W ', z'^1, we define a mapping
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It is easy to see that a is an automorphism of the topological group T°°.
Since the subgroup 0 Tn* is cr-invariant, cr induces the factor automori=jc+i
°°
phism <j<*> of the factor group r(*) = T°°/ 0 r^=T%® ... ®T»*:

It can be proved inductively using the following lemma that each cr^) is
ergodic. Hence cr is itself ergodic.
Lemma 8.

Let 0$ be an ergodic automorphism of a compact abelian

metrizable group Xi (2'=!, 2) and <p be a continuous homomorphism from
X\ into X%. Define an automorphism <j of X\§§X% by

Then a is ergodic.
Proof. Let G$ be the character group of ^(^=1,2), then
is the character group of Xi^X^. Denote the dual automorphisms of
cr, ai and cr2 by Ua, UOl and UGz respectively.

Since

where

we have

for gi^-Gi, i=\, 2.

Hence for g

because Uai and U02 have no finite orbit except 1. Thus Ua has no finite
orbit except 101, and hence cr is ergodic.
Next we will show that G=GA where G is the character group of
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T co .

Let GI be the character group of T n f , /^l, then G= (§) G$. Let
i=l
U and U^ denote the dual automorphisms of G and G@) = Gi(g) ... §§Gic

(a subgroup of G) induced by or and a^) respectively.

Each g^G

has the

00

form g= (x) gi where gi='i, z'2^-1-1, for some k. Hence we can consider
i=l
gEzG^ and Ug=U&)g.
Since CT^) is an automorphism of a finitedimensional torus, we have g^GA for C7W and so g^G^ for £/.
Example 2.

Let T°° = ® T$, T^T1, be an infinite-dimensional torus

and G=®Gi the character group of T ro . Let £/Q be the shift automorphism of £: (Uvg')i=gi-iy — °°<y<C°°. Let U'^ be an automorphism of
G$®Gi which is dual to an ergodic automorphism of To0Ti^T2.
Define an automorphism U\ of G by
if

2^0,
/
» 1,
»

lf-r

• A i 1.
*=0,

Then we define automorphism U=U§U\ of 6:.

We take &i(gQ,gi) —
/2 1
Notice that U'± is given by the matrix

(5"o^i» £b£l) ^or simplicity.

in the usual notation of addition.
^(•••i^-li^Oi

Hence we have

gl,

gZ,

^3,--.)

= (..-1^-2,^-1, gogi, gogi, gz* • • • ) •
First we will show that £/ has no finite orbit except 1 and so the dual
automorphism of T°° induced by U is ergodic.

Indeed if Ung=g for

—<i«~^G then gi=gn+i for i^2, gi=g-n+i for /^O and ^0^1=
Since ^ = 1 except a finite number of z', we have ^"i1^! for all
— oo<y<°° i.e. ^=1.
Next we will show that ^={1}.

Assume gn<>Ugni ... Ukgnk=\ for

Then we have ^^J^^ ...^ tt *=l for i^2 and
* = 1 for ^0,
M

and so ^=1 for i=£l. We have also gf *
*=1

and so

^=1-

Thus we

Appendix
We suppose that the fact stated in Lemma 6 is well known.

But we
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can not find it in literatures, so we will give here its proof for the completeness.
Since each Un(g) is isomorphic to the (additive) group Z of all
integers, there is a divisible extension K= 0 Qn of K where each Qn is
isomorphic to Q (cf. [4]). Let us define U as follows.

For

there is k such that/*G=7ST, and then there is unique f^K
k

such

Uf .

It is easy to see that / does not depend on the choice of k.

Uf=f

defines a transformation U on K,

Let us now prove that U is an automorphism of K.
take / and k such that f\ h^^K.
k

\UKfK=(UfUhJ

Then (UfKf*=

Thus

Let f^h^K and

£/(/*)**= Uf*Uh*=

and so Ufh= U/Uh; U is a homomorphism.
1

and/*GE JT. Take f^K

such that/*= f/- /*.

=/* and so £//==/; *7 is onto.

Assume Uf=l

Let

Then (£?/)*= *//*

and /*e^T, then &y*=

fe

(£//)*=1 and so/ =l which implies/=!; t/ is one-to-one.
Next let us prove UQn=Qn+i.
k

n

f ^U (gy.

(Cy)* = 6y*eZ7»+ 1 <^>

Then

Conversely take any f^Qn+i
l Jc

Take any f^Qn and /£ such that

n

and hence

Uf^Qn+i-

and £ such that fk^Un+l(gy.

(U~~ f} = U-^f*^ U (gy and so /^

£70W.

Then

This completes the proof.
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